
Cryptocurrency Wallets, NFTs, and 
Mining. A money-making 
energy-saving story. 
By Leffe



Once upon a time … There was a young man named Leffe. And he 
loooooooved money!!!!!!

It’s true.

He had an obsession with currency … and he also has 
an aptitude for coding, and computer skills.

A few years ago, he found out about CRYPTO!!!!

He was in love with Crypto.

Code … as currency!!??!?!

How could this be. Two things he loves so much, 
together as one! He decided to not only get rich 
himself (let’s be honest, the richest) … but he would 
also get his classmates rich. This is the presentation 
he used to teach them the way of crypto, and NFTs.



What is 
Cryptocurrency?

Cryptocurrency is like money, but it’s on the computer. 
The price goes up and down, depending on how well 
it’s doing. If lots of transactions happen, the price will 
go up. If not a lot of transactions happen, the price will 
go down. When you invest, you should be careful, and 
always keep an eye on the price. If it goes up a lot, you 
should sell. If it goes down, buy. Always remember, 

Buy LOW, Sell HIGH



Current Price
The above link is the current Bitcoin price. You can always google what the 
price is. Other Cryptocurrencies will have different prices.

https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/quote/BTC-CAD/?guccounter=1&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuYmluZy5jb20v&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAAMVE3KSNLhvSACScYZ_7sjrZGAkNMfkDrSuzZFuCR-Wxg8SNdtkELATkiSydxrofYsBREuS8tF427j2fdtaSNDyKVfm2I73HojjOKMrizYBMcSfeycfQtimIjDWf7k49fbh6SB4iFSesHnKwigURR81BqhW3mmNhM73ZASf_G9tK


Wallets If you want to get started with Crypto, you will need a 
wallet. If you only want a simple wallet, that is easy to 
use, use BRD. It is an app for android and IOS. If you 
want to get into more stuff, like mining or NFTs, use 
Metamask. I would recommend metamask, as you will 
want to mine or have NFTs to make more money.

If you are not sure, or don’t want to use metamask or 
BRD, go to the bitcoin website to see which wallet to 
use.

http://brd.com
http://metamask.io
https://bitcoin.org/en/choose-your-wallet?step=1


Mining                                          NFTs

Crypto Mining is a way of getting a Cryptocurrency 
for free. It helps keep the currency secure, while 
generating profit for yourself. If you want to mine, 
use minerstat for windows and poolin as a pool.

Here is a Guide to set it all up, once you have a 
wallet. With this, you can mine ETH, or Ethereum, at 
home. Just keep an eye on your electricity bill!

Mining can use a lot of electricity, so here are some 
tips to reduce electricity

NFTs are like original pieces of art, but you can buy 
them with Crypto. Using Ethereum, you can buy 
NFTs on Opensea, or sell your own. To sell your own, 
make an original artwork, and click “create” on 
opensea, then upload it. You may need to sign into 
your Crypto wallet. If you chose metamask, you can 
sign in. BRD doesn’t support this, so if you want to 
use BRD you will need to make another metamask 
wallet. If you want to sell, you will need to add 
polygon to your metamask, so you don’t pay gas 
fees. You can look up how to do this.

https://minerstat.com/help/how-to-set-up-mining-on-poolin-pool
https://bitcoin.org/en/choose-your-wallet?step=1
https://opensea.io/


Safety There are many risks, and it’s important to learn about 
them. Here are some of them.

-scams: many people want to take your Crypto, so DO 
NOT transfer it to ANYBODY, without being 100% sure. 
Bitcoin is decentralized, meaning it is NOT traceable. 
So if you transfer it, you can’t get it back.

-sudden price decrease: it is a good idea to sell if the 
price starts going down rapidly. If the price gets too 
low, you will lose profits.

-Buy and sell scams: make sure the person you are 
buying or selling from is trusted. If you are not sure, 
it’s best to find someone more reliable. There are lots 
of people who are trustworthy to buy and sell from. 
Find one of them if you want to buy or sell. Here is a 
list of trusted people.

https://bitcoinregs.org/best-platform-buy-sell-bitcoins/


HOW TO SAVE 
ENERGY … and 
MAKE MONEY!

Leffe isn’t rich … yet.

But he plans to be.

With the help of Crypto, he may be one day.

Here’s what he is doing. He is trying to determine how 
to reduce energy consumption with bitcoin mining. Did 
you know that 91 Terawatts of energy were used in 
2021 to mine bitcoin? That’s more than the total 
energy used by the country of Finland! And about 0.5%, 
so 1/200th of the WHOLE PLANET’S ENERGY USE!!! 

If he can write code to half the amount of energy 
needed to mine bitcoin, at $0.13/kwh (current Ontario 
prices), he could save over $5 billion dollars worth of 
energy per year.

To be continued…


